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 203-.22-.23 tune. The only prerequisite for editing is that the engine needs to be in the ODB1 database, please see that section.This is a concept that will take you to the next level for tuning your engine to perform at its peak. But this editor is not for the faint-hearted. We’ve done the preliminary work to get you started and you can edit your own ECU’s engine without any experience. We’re not here to
teach you how to play with the editor (if that’s what you’re after, you can read the manual by clicking the link at the bottom of this page). This project is more of an experiment than anything else, which is why this project is free. You can have it now, but be prepared for trouble in the future as our team is still a work in progress and this editor is meant to be used with a lot of experience. This project
relies on the following libraries and tools, we’ve tried to keep the requirements to a minimum. * Honda ECU - *Available to all Honda B/D/H series engines. * DB-UUD - * ECU-CHS - * Cable Cutters * MDF (or similar material) * Paste pot * Laser Cutter * Wrenches Required * Printing supplies - You’ll need a 3D printer to build the ECU and cables * Honda ECU - Make sure you have a copy of
your Honda ECU downloaded before starting the tutorial * Scanner - This will help us build the database for the ECU * Setup your ECU Instructions 1. Make sure your ECU is in the database This project can only be used with a Honda B/D/H series engine. This is because the ECU requires an ODB1 connection to get information about the ECU. The engine can be either a stock engine or a tuned

engine, it doesn’t matter. 1. Open up your OBD1 in the 82157476af
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